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EXPLANATION OF WHY THIS CASE IS OF PUBLIC
OR GREAT GENERAL INTEREST
This case presents the opportunity for this Court to clarify the law and provide guidance
on fundamental issues regarding the false-light invasion of privacy tort and defamation law and
practice on which there is substantial disagreement in the lower courts. In this case, DefendantsAppellees published false and defamatory statenients that damaged the reputations of PlaintiffsAppellants Robert E. Murray, Murray Energy Corporation, American Energy Corporation, and
The Ohio Valley Coal Company. The Eighth District's ruling, affirming summary judgment,
presents three separate but related propositions of law of public or great general interest that
implicate substantial First Amendment issues.
First, in Welling v. Weinfeld, 113 Ohio St.3d 464, 2007-Ohio-245, 866 N.E.2d 1051, this
Court recognized a cause of action for false light by adopting Section 652E of the Restatement
(Second) of Torts. Since then, this Court has not decided a false-light case. Below, the Eighth
District modified the standard for false light by adding a requirement that actionable statements
publicize private matters. But the Restatement forecloses this novel element, which threatens to
collapse the separate tort of false light into defamation or other privacy causes of action, contrary
to this Court's decision in Welling that false light provides "an alternative or additional remedy."
Id. at ¶ 57 (quoting Restatement). Too often, as in the ruling below, lower courts treat false-light
claims as an afterthought and give them little analysis, due to a lack of basic understanding of the
tort. The Eighth District's modification of the standard for false-light claims, and the cursory
treatment such claims often receive, demonstrate the need for this Court to exercise jurisdiction.
Second, the record below contains over 2,500 pages of evidentiary materials, including
opinions from a distinguished expert for Plaintiffs, and numerous sharply contested issues of
fact. Nonetheless, the Eighth District thought summary judgment was appropriate, relying on
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Dupler v. Mansfield Journal Co., 64 Ohio St.2d 116, 120, 413 N.E.2d 1187 (1980). There, this
Court opined that "[s]ummary procedures are especially appropriate in the First Amendment
area." For this proposition, this Court relied on Washington Post Co. v. Keogh, 365 F.2d 965,
968 (D.C.Cir.1966), which the federal courts have since rejected in favor of applying normal
summary-judgment principles to defamation claims. Lower courts have conflicting views on the
continuing vitality of Dupler, with the majority rejecting Dupler and determining the propriety of
summary judgment without affording the First Amendment any weight. Had this case arisen in a
district applying the majority view, the disputes of material fact from which a jury could find the
requisite "actual malice" (reckless disregard for the truth) would have necessitated a different
outcome. This Court should clarify that Dupler no longer states Ohio law to the extent it favors
summaiy judgment in defamation cases to protect First Amendment values. The Eighth District
gave such weight to the First Amendment that it took the unwarranted step of asking the General
Assembly to enact an "anti-SLAPP" statute to close the courts to litigants who seek to vindicate
reputational interests Ohio law has long safeguarded. By taking the unusual step of expressing
its policy preference, the court betrayed a bias that permeated its analysis, undermining the
public's confidence in receiving a fair day in court and necessitating this Court's review.
Third, nearly thirty years ago, in Scott v. News-Herald, 25 Ohio St.3d 243, 496 N.E.2d
699 (1986), this Court adopted a four-part test to distinguish actionable assertions from protected
opinions. Without citing this test, the Eighth District viewed Ohio law as protecting factual
assertions in an "opinion" piece as non-actionable. But this Court has never held that, and the
lower courts reach inconsistent results on how to distinguish actionable assertions from protected
opinions in traditional "opinion" pieces. Recently, the Oregon Supreme Court granted review of
similar questions, underscoring the public and great general interest in resolving this question.
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This Court's review of each of these propositions is timely. New media and technologies
change the way people communicate and have created an environment in which information of
the sort at issue remains readily available for years, even after intervening developments render
that information outdated or false. Here, the Eighth District concluded that Defendants' reliance
on outdated publications negated actual malice. To the contrary, a jury could find reckless
disregard for the truth from such reliance. Given the conflicting views of the lower courts on
these important questions, which implicate substantial constitutional issues, and the rapidly
evolving opportunities for reputational injuries, this Court's review and guidance are necessary.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE AND FACTS
This case began when members of Defendant Patriots for Change ("PFC"), a local
advocacy group, set out with the express intent "to embarrass" Mr. Murray by protesting in front
of Murray Energy's offices in the community where Mr. Murray's family lives-a fact the
Eighth District failed to mention. Although the opinion below set forth the various defamatory
statements at issue, the Eighth District simply omitted many facts that did not support its ruling.
For example, the court below glosses over the fact that Defendant Sali McSherry, a reporter for a
local newspaper, the Chagrin Valley Times ("CVT"), failed to give Plaintiffs a fair chance to
comment or rebut PFC's claims. Plaintiffs' expert Joel Kaplan, a journalism professor, former
reporter, and ombudsman for the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, opined that McSherry's
reporting was "inappropriate and unethical" and "unfair and incomplete."
Further, McSherry's initial draft of her article included facts, which she or her editor
removed from the published version, that reduction in coal markets, not politics, prompted
employee layoffs. When Plaintiffs provided the facts to CVT, not only did CVT omit them from
their coverage, but CVT also doubled down by publishing a personal attack on Mr. Murray and
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his conipanies in a commentary authored by David Lange, accompanied by an offensive cartoon
depicting Mr. Murray in a false light. In a pre-publication internal email (ignored by the Eighth
District), Lange expressed serious doubt about his commentary, which he described as a"Happy
New Year" gift to Mr. Murray. He also adinitted when deposed that he knew full well the effect
it would have. These are but a few of the many facts missing from the ruling below from which
a jury could find reckless disregard for the truth.
After extensive discovery, Defendants moved for summary judgment. Just two days after
the close of briefing, which included more than 2,500 pages of evidentiary materials, the trial
court granted the motion in a "postcard" entry without providing any reasoned basis for its
ruling. Although the Eighth District purported to provide the analysis the trial court did not, the
opinion below did not fairly analyze the record. For example, in the court below, PFC did not
contend that any of the false and defamatory statements it published on its website and
distributed to the media to embarrass Plaintiffs were protected opinion. Nonetheless, the Eighth
District re-characterized PFC's "factual" assertions as non-actionable opinions. Remarkably, the
Eiglith District went so far as to treat these factual assertions as opinions when re-published by
CVT, without explaining how the same factual assertions morph into opinions when re-published
by other defendants. In this way, the court below disposed of disputed factual assertions that
Plaintiffs (a) are known for violating safety and environmental regulations, and (b) fired
employees to make a political statement. Murray v. Chagrin Valley 7imes, 8th Dist. No. 101394,
2014-Ohio-5442, ¶ 37.
Yet the Eighth District was constrained to admit that McSherry's news article "is
intended to be factual" and that many statements at issue are "factual in nature." Id. at ¶¶ 12, 28.
These statements include Lange's factual (but untrue) assertions that: (1) a subsidiary of Murray
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Energy was "fined $1.64 million, the U.S. Government's highest penalty, for violations that were
determined to have directly contributed to those nine deaths" in an. accident at the Crandall
Canyon, Utah mine in 2007, Murray, 2014-Ohio-5442, ¶ 28; and (2) Murray "never officially
reported" a prior mining incident (a "bounce") to regulators in violation of federal law, id. at
¶ 29. These statements accuse Plaintiffs of committing crimes and are defamatory per se.1
Although the Eighth District's opinion omitted these and other facts favorable to
Plaintiffs, it attributed significance to a purported fact not in the record. In its conclusion, the
Eighth District noted that CVT's "website has been scrubbed of all mention" of Plaintiffs. Id. at
¶ 40. The record does not support that "fact." To the extent the court below conducted its own
extra-record investigation, it provides no reason to believe CVT's website was "scrubbed" and
not that the information was simply out-of-date or difficult to locate.
ARGUMENT IN SUPPORT OF PROPOSITIONS OF LAW
Proposition of Law 1: False light is distinct from defamation and does not require
publication of private matters. Welling v. Weinfeld, 113 Ohio St.3d 464, 2007-Ohio-2451,
866 N.E.2d 1051, and Housh v. Peth, 165 Ohio St. 35,133 N.E.2d 340 (1956), explained.
In Welling, this Court created a cause of action for the tort of false-light invasion of
privacy and adopted the Restatement (Second) of Torts § 652E as the law of Ohio. Since then,
this Court has not addressed the false-light tort or provided guidance to lower courts on it. The
ruling below demonstrates the need for this Court to clarify the elements of false-liglit claims.
Under Welling and the Restatement, false light is a distinct tort from the right-of-privacy
claim this Court adopted in Housh, which involves publicizing private details of a person's life.
The Eighth District's ruling muddies the law articulated in Welling by erroneously conflating
Housh's analysis of other privacy torts with the distinct elements of a false-light claim. At the

'See 30 U.S.C. 820(d) (imposing criminal penalties for willful mine health or safety violations); 30 C.F.R.
50.10(d) (requiring mine operators to immediately contact MSHA following any mine accident).
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outset of its analysis of Plaintiffs' false-light claim, the Eighth District begins by quoting a
passage from Housh and stating, wrongly, that it describes false light. Murray, 2014-Ohio-5442,
¶ 38. Significantly, in Curry v. Village of Blanchester, 12th Dist. Clinton Nos. CA2009-08-010
& CA2009-08-012, 2010-Ohio-3368, ¶¶ 57--60, the court rejected the statement of law
articulated by the Eighth District, namely that the elements of a cause of action for false light are
those set forth in Housh. The Twelfth District did so for good reason: Housh pre-dates Welling
by over 50 years and simply did not involve false light. This legal error infected the lower
court's analysis of Plaintiffs' false-light claim: the Eighth District's cursory analysis turned on
its view that the statements at issue did not publicize "private matters," but instead concerned
Plaintiffs' "public actions." Hurray, 2014-Ohio-5442, ¶¶ 38-39 (emphasis added).
Not only did Welling not adopt a requirement that actionable statements relate to private
matters, but the Restatement demonstrates the Eighth District's legal error in modifying the
false-ligllt standard in this way. Under the Restatement, false light "does not depend upon
making public any facts concerning the private life of the [plaintif.f]." Restatement (Second) of
Torts § 652E cmt. a. Yet in the Eighth District a false-light claim now depends on exactly that.
Notwithstanding this legal error, which redefines false-light claims, Defendants will
maintain that this case is not a good vehicle for this Court's review because the Eighth District
found that the statements at issue were substantially true. This objection misses the mark.
Whether statements are "substantially true" presents a question of fact for a jury. Under the
Restatement, "[i]n a false light privacy action whether a statement is true or false is a question of
fact." Rinsley v. Brandt, 700 F.2d 1304, 1307 (10th Cir.1983) (citing Restatement); see also
Frederick v. Reed Smith Shaw & McClay, E.D. Pa. No. 92-0592, 1994 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 1809,
43 (Feb. 18, 1994) (denying defendant's post-trial motion after a jury verdict finding liability for
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false light on ground that "truth is a question for the jury to determine"); compare Krochalis v.
Insurance Co. of N. Am., 629 F. Supp. 1360, 1366 (E.D.Pa.1985) ("Truth is typically an issue
resolved by the jury in a defamation action.") (citing Restatement § 617(b), which applies to
false light actions under § 652, cmt. a); Murray v. Kniglat-Ridder, Inc., 7th Dist. No. 02 BE 45,
2004-Ohio-821, ¶ 46 (Feb. 18, 2004) ("Whether a defaniatory statement i s substantially true is a
question of fact."). Particularly in a case such as this, where the truth of the stateinents at issue
was hotly contested in evidentiary materials exceeding 2,500 pages, whether the statements are
substantially true presents disputed questions of fact for a jury.
Welling recognizes that a claim for false light will reach conduct defamation does not.
113 Ohio St.3d 464, 2007-Ohio-2451, 866 N.E.2d 1051, at ¶ 46. But the court below failed to
appreciate this principle, treating Plaintiffs' false-light claim as derivative of their defamation
claim. It is not surprising, then, that the Eighth District did not consider key elements of false
light, such as whether the conduct is highly offensive to a reasonable person. Instead, having
found the statements at issue non-actionable as defamation, the court simply concluded Plaintiffs
could not maintain a false-light claim either. Too many lower courts in Ohio fall into the same
trap, giving only cursory analysis to false-light claims. See, e.g., DeGarmo v. Worthington City
Schools Bd. of Educ., 10th Dist. Franklin No. 12AP-961, 2013-Ohio-2518, ¶ 17-20 (June 18,
2013); Becker v. International Ass'n of Firefighters Local 4207, 12th Dist. Warren No. CA201003-029, 2010-Ohio-3467, ¶ 24; Christiansen v. Pricer, 5th Dist. Licking App. No. 09-CA-126,
2010-Ohio-2718, ¶¶ 56-58 (spending just two sentences analyzing false-light claim). This
practice of treating false light as an afterthought, exemplified by the ruling below, grows out of
this Court's failure to speak to false light since adopting the tort in Welling and demonstrates the
need for this Court to clarify the law governing this relatively new cause of action.
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Proposition of Law II: For procedural purposes, such as summary judgment, defamation
actions are treated no differently than other cases. Dupler n Mansfield Journal Co., 64
Ohio St.2d 116, 120, 413 N.E.2d 1187 ( 1980), modified; Yiamouyiannis v. Consumers Union
of the United States, Inc., 619 F.2d 932, 940 (2d Cir.1980), followed.
In Dupler, this Court opined that "[s]ummary procedures are especially appropriate in the
First Amendment area" because of the potential for a defamation lawsuit to "chill" speech. 64
Ohio St.2d at 120, 413 N.E.2d 1187. For this proposition, Dupler relied on Washington Post Co.
v. Keogh, 365 F.2d 965, 968 (D.C.Cir.1966). But Keogh no longer remains good law. See
Yiamouyiannis v. Consumers Union of the United States, Inc., 619 F.2d 932, 939 (2d Cir.1980)
(collecting cases rejecting Keogh).

After years of experience balancing summary judgment

practice and First Amendment values, the federal courts routinely treat defamation no differently
than other actions. Under the prevailing view in the federal courts, "[d]efamation actions are, for
procedural purposes, such as * * * summary judgment, to be treated no differently from other
actions" and that "any `chilling effect' caused by the defense of a lawsuit * * * is simply to be
disregarded, to have no force and effect." Id. at 940; see also Schultz v. Newsweek, Inc., 668
F.2d 911, 917 (6th Cir. 1982) ("There is no rule which favors either granting or denying motions
for summary judgment in defamation cases."). It is now well settled that summaiy judgment is
not more easily obtained in defamation cases than in any other litigation.
Although the federal courts have long since rejected Keogh, this Court has not revisited
its statement in Dupler that "summary procedures are especially appropriate in the First
Amendment area." 64 Ohio St.2d at 120, 413 N.E.2d 1187. To the contrary, this Court sowed
additional confusion about the continuing vitality of Dupler's language in Jackson v. City of
Columbus, 117 Ohio St.3d 328, 2008-Ohio-1041, 883 N.E.2d 1060. There, this Court employed
normal summaryj udgment procedures in a defamation case, reviewing "the evidence and all
reasonable inferences to be drawn therefrom in the light most favorable to the plaintiff." Id. at
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¶ 11. In doing so, this Court cited Dupler, but did not expressly overrule or even address its
contrary language affording special weight to the First Amendment. Id. On this point, a vocal
dissent by three Justices reiterated Dupler's maxim that "[s]ummary procedures are especially
appropriate" for defamation claims. Id. at ¶ 20 (O'Donnell, J., dissenting) (quoting Dupler).
Against this backdrop, lower courts conflict on the weight afforded First Amendment
values on summary judgment in defamation cases. For example, like the Eighth District, some
courts continue to cling to Dupler, believing the threat of chilling speech favors summary
judgment. See, e.g., Burns v. Rice, 157 Ohio App.3d 620, 2004-Ohio-3228, 813 N.E.2d 25, ¶ 24
(10th Dist.) (citing Dupler's "especially appropriate" language);

Conese v. Hamilton Journal-

News, Inc., 12th Dist. Butler No. CA2000-09-189, 2001 Ohio App. LEXIS 3904, 4 (Sept. 4,
2001) ("[S]ummary procedures are distinctly suitable to First Amendment cases due to the
chilling effect that the threat of a lawsuit may have on the exercise of First Amendment rights.").
Other courts apply summary judgment principles neutrally, preserving the jury's role
even in defamation cases, without giving any special weight to First Amendment considerations.
See, e.g., House of Wheat v. Wright, 2d Dist. Montgomery No. 8614, 1985 Ohio App. LEXIS
8875, 39 (Oct. 10, 1985) (in a defamation case, "neither grant nor denial of a motion for
sunlmary judgment is to be preferred") (quoting Yiamouyiannis, 619 F.2d at 940).
Still others recognize that the inquiry into whether a defendant possessed "actual malice"
presents a fact-intensive matter not readily resolved on summary judgment and that is
particularly appropriate for a jury. Condit v. Clermont Cty. Rev., 93 Ohio App.3d 166, 174 (12th
Dist. 1994) ("The issue of actual malice calls into question the defendant's state of mind" and
"does not readily lend itself to summary disposition.") (citing Hutchinson v. Proxmire, 443 U.S.
111, 120 ( 1979)); Huntington Trust Co., N.A. v. Chubet, 10th Dist. No. 97APF12-1591, 1998
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Ohio App. LEXIS 5420, 26 (Nov. 10, 1998) (same); Murray v. Knight-Ridder, Inc., 7th Dist.
Belmont No. 02BE 45, 2004-Ohio-821, ¶ 65 ("[P]roof of `actual malice' calls a defendant's state
of mind into question * * * and does not readily lend itself to summary disposition."); Mucci v.
Dayton Newspapers, Inc., 71 Ohio Misc.2d 71, 80 (1995) (same). These cases recognize, as did
the U.S. Supreme Court in a false-light case, that "it is for the jury, not for this Court, to
determine whether there was knowing or reckless falsehood." Time, Inc. v. Hill, 385 U.S. 374,
393-94 (1967), fn.l l(citing New York Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 284-85 (1964)).
Reconsideration of this aspect of Dupler and summary-judgment practice is particularly
appropriate since the Dupler Court itself acknowledged that, "especially in the area of First
Amendment rights, Ohio courts will follow the same approach as taken by federal courts in
deciding summary judgment motions." 64 Ohio St.2d 116, 120, 413 N.E.2d 1187, fn.3. Because
federal courts have discredited the notion articulated in Keogla and adopted in Dupler that First
Amendment principles receive special weight in summary judgment practice, this Court should
provide a uniform standard for use of summary procedures in defamation cases.
The decision below illustrates the need for this Court's review. Instead of applying
familiar summary-judgment principles, the Eighth District allowed its policy preferences to color
its analysis and view defamation as "particularly well-suited to summary judgment."

Murray,

2014-Ohio-5442, ¶ 7. For this proposition, the Eighth District relied on a Tennessee case, Clark
v. E! Entertainment TV, L.L.C., M.D. Tenn. No. 3:13-00058, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 144414, 28
(Oct. 10, 2014). But Clark granted a motion to dismiss a defamation claim (notably, while
allowing a false-light claim to proceed)-it is not a summary-judgment case. The only Ohio
authority the Eighth District cited to support its view that summary judgment is particularly
appropriate for defamation claims is Dupler.
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On summary judgment, the only issue below should have been whether "there is no
genuine issue as to any material fact and [whether] the moving party is entitled to judgment as a
matter of law," without any special consideration of First Amendment principles. Civ.R. 56(C).
Plaintiffs easily carried that burden, identifying numerous disputed issues of fact in the 2,500page record that should have allowed this case to proceed to a jury. This record shows that
Lange's "Happy New Year" email illustrates his state of mind-a desire to "stick it" to Plaintiffs,
truth be damned. Further, he admitted reviewing articles and independent reports demonstrating
the falsity of his assertions regarding Plaintiffs' claimed failure ever to report the Crandall
Canyon bounce and being fined the "U.S. Government's highest penalty," but he published them
anyway-in one case ignoring an express disclaimer that the information on which he relied was
outdated. A jury could find that Defendants' reliance on information known to be outdated
constitutes recklessness. Additionally, Plaintiffs presented expert testimony that McSherry's
reporting, which republished PFC's factual assertions intended "to embarrass" Plaintiffs, was
"unfair and incomplete" and "inappropriate and unethical." These and other facts presented
below would more than suffice to support a jury's finding of actual malice. To the limited extent
the Eighth District acknowledged the record contains such disputed facts, it improperly resolved
them against Plaintiffs-reflecting its erroneous view (from Dupler) that summary judgment is
favored in defamation cases. See Murrav, 2014-Ohio-5442, ¶¶ 15-16, 30, 37.
Finally, the local and national interest sparked by the Eighth District's invitation to the
legislature to enact an anti-SLAPP law confinns this case is appropriate for review. Recently, a
local comnientator supported such legislation based on the Eighth District's ill-advised comment
in this case. Marrison, Ohio Should Stop Lawsuits That Target Free Speech, Columbus Dispatch
(Dec. 21, 2014) ("[I]t's unusual for a panel of judges to engage in outright advocacy in a ruling.
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The Eighth District * * * crossed that line[.]"). And the Columbia Journalism Review used this
case to renew its call for enactment of such statutes. Peters, An Ohio Court Urges Lawmakers to
Defend Freedom of the Press, Columbia Journalism Review (Dec. 16, 2014). Whether one
agrees with the Eighth District as a legislative matter or not-and Plaintiffs strongly disagree that
anything in the record of this case suggests their claims are frivolous or would fall within the
ambit of a traditional anti-SLAPP statute-its policy judgment has no place in its disposition of
this case. This Court should articulate the proper standard for analyzing defamation claims in
Ohio and remind the lower courts that Ohio "has a pervasive and strong interest in preventing
and redressing attacks upon reputation." Mehta v. Ohio Univ., 194 Ohio App.3d 844, 2011Ohio-3484, 958 N.E.2d 598, ¶ 27 (10th Dist.) (quotations omitted).
Proposition of Law III: Because a reasonable reader would not regard non-rhetorical or
factual statements in "opinions" as hyperbole, such statements may be actionable under
defamation law. Classification of an entire piece as "opinion" is not dispositive. Scott v.
News-Herald, 25 Ohio St.3d 243, 496 N.E.2d 699 (1986), explained.
This Court should clarify how defamation law distinguishes factual assertions from nonactionable opinion, particularly where, as here, an "opinion" piece weaves the two together.
Recently, the Oregon Supreme Court accepted discretionary review of substantially similar
questions, showing that this proposition presents a question of public and great general interest.
Even in a traditional "opinion" piece, a reasonable reader would not consider factual statements
as opinion or hyperbole. Therefore, such statements may be actionable as defamation, and the
lower courts should analyze factual assertions in an opinion piece as they would any other
statement of fact. Scott is not to the contrary, and its totality-of-the-circumstances analysis does
not make classification of an entire piece as "opinion" dispositive-as the Eighth District
apparently believes. Rather, Scott contemplates a statement-by-statement analysis. 25 Ohio
St.3d 243, 496 N.E.2d 699, paragraph one of syllabus.
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Scott and its progeny implicitly reject the proposition that factual statements appearing in
an opinion piece are conclusively non-actionable, even where under the totality of the
circumstances the statement would be taken by a reasonable reader as fact. But the Eighth
District reads Scott, differently. In Lange's commentary, for example, factual assertions are
interspersed with what the court below considered non-actionable "opinion."

Murray, 2014-

Ohio-5442, ¶¶ 20-21, 27, 30. For this reason, Lange's commentary is particularly insidious and
damaging because it mixes defamatory statements with some accurate facts-leading a
reasonable reader to credit falsehoods as true. But the court below found that Lange's
commentary as a whole constitutes protected opinion for which Plaintiffs may not recover.
Other courts follow the same approach. See, e.g., Jorg v. Cincinnati Black United Front, 153
Ohio App.3d 258, 262-65, 2003-Ohio-3668, 792 N.E.2d 781 (lst Dist.) (although specific
assertions were factual and verifiable, piece as a whole was non-actionable opinion); Rosenbaum
v. Chronicle Telegram, 9th Dist. Lorain App. No. 01 CA007896, 01 CA007908, 2002-Ohio-7319,
¶¶ 51-54 (analysis of whether a statement was factual or non-actionable opinion turned on
assessment of the piece as a whole).
In contrast, other courts interpret Scott as endorsing a statement-by-statement approach.
Mehta, 194 Ohio App.3d 844, 2011-Ohio-3484, 958 N.E.2d 598, at ¶¶ 39-41 (concluding
statements were factual, even though the general context was the writer's opinion, because the
piece referred to statistical data and gave an impression of thorough, impartial investigation);
Yoakam v. Boyd, 6th Dist. Ottawa No. OT-09-031, 2010-Ohio-3628, ¶¶ 20-26 (Aug. 6
2010) (reversing ruling that statements were opinion based on their "broader context" because
specific facts demonstrating a belief that actions were illegal are not opinions).
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These conflicting approaches demonstrate the need for this Court to clarify how Ohio law
distinguishes "fact" from opinion, particularly in the context of "mixed" statements of the sort at
issue here. In distinguishing fact from opinion, the Eighth District also relied on a case from the
Southern District of Ohio, Murray v. Huffingtonpost.com, Inc., S.D. Ohio No. 2:13-cv-1066,
2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 64944 (May 12, 2014). See Murray, 2014-Ohio-5442, 133. But that
case helps illustrate the line between actionable and non-actionable statements. While the
statements at issue there describe some of the same events (the claimed termination of employees
for political reasons), they are qualitatively different. Unlike here, the statements in
Huffingtonpost are hedged: laying off employees "may well have been the fulfillment of a
promise" and Murray "allegedly" "fires his workforce wholesale in fits of spite when electoral
results disappoint him." Huffingtonpost.com, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 64944, 7, 8 (emphasis
added). Such statements signal a reasonable reader that what follows is opinion, or at least
debatable. Here, in contrast, Defendants made express statements that Munay possessed and
acted on an illicit motive. By extending Huffingtonpost's reasoning regarding opinions to
unqualified assertions, which PFC did not defend as opinion, the Eighth District's ruling
threatens to erase the line between actionable "fact" and non-actionable opinion.
Finally, confrming that this proposition of law presents questions of public and great
general interest, the Oregon Supreme Court recently accepted discretionary review to decide:
"How does defamation law distinguish a fact from nonactionable opinion? How does the context
in which the statement appears affect the analysis?" Neumann v. Liles, 323 P.3d 521 (Or. Ct.
App. 2014), review granted, Or. No. S062575, 2014 Ore. LEXIS 833 (Nov. 20, 2014). As in this
case, Neumann involves factual statements contained in a traditional "opinion" piece-an online
google.com review. Although the piece at issue in Neumann contained a statement qualified
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with the phrase "in my opinion," as well as the use of hyperbole and rhetorical questions, the
Oregon Court of Appeals concluded-under governing legal principles materially similar to
those of Ohio law-that some statements in the piece "reasonably could be understood to state
facts" and that such statements "would not be brushed off as mere hyperbole by a reasonable
reader of those statements." 323 P.3d at 529. This statement-by-statement approach contrasts
with that of the Eighth District's simplistic analysis immunizing factual assertions contained in a
traditional "opinion" piece. The decision of the Oregon Supreme Court to grant review
recognizes the importance of how to distinguish fact from opinion in defamation law as
technology advances and changes the way people communicate and express opinions.
This Court articulated Scott's totality-of-the-circumstances test nearly thirty years ago.
Since then, technology has transformed the world. The ready availability of outdated news and
information online played a significant role in Defendants' defamatory statements, which were
distributed on the internet-a medium where the boundaries of traditional "opinion" are fuzzy
and where individuals obtain infoimation about people, places, and events in ways not
contemplated thirty years ago. The time is ripe for this Court to reexamine Ohio defamation law
in light of these developments.
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiffs respectfully request that this Court review the
judgment below to clarify for the bench and bar the elemeiits of the false-liglat tort, the summaryjudgment procedures applicable to defamation actions, and how to distinguish factual assertions
from opinion under Ohio law.
Respectfully submitted,
^^^ y ^^^ ✓
Mark S. Ste (0023146^
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FRANK D. CELEBREZZE,

., P.i.:

1191) Appe * Robert E. Murray, Murray Energy Corp. C^ ^^
Ener . , A °^^ Energy <, and the Ohio Valley Coal Co., appeal from the
grant of summaryjud ent in favor of appellees, Patriots for Change,' Cha °
Valley Publishing Co., H. Kenneth Douthit M, Todd Nighswonger, David C.
..L D76azthit Comm `cati.ons; Jhcag.Sali ^.--1^^Sherry-i d ^n IhU (referred
coueetiveIy, exc3u ' ^ Patz^otis for Change, as the "Ch in Valley Defendants")
disposing ofappeliants' defamatzon and Wse light claims. Appe . ts argue the
trial court erred in granting summary judgment because there are material
questions of fact ^^gar ' g whether the statements made in print and orsliu^
publications a-re actionable. Aiter a thorough review of the record and law, we
affirm the decision of the trial court.
ia Factual and Procedural Hist^ry

(IJ2) On December 17, 2012, in front of the headq^^^^s of Murray
Bi nergy in Pepper Pike, Ohio, Patriots for Change hold an organized protest
decr ° g the firing of 156 employees of various oompanies owned by Robert
Murray the day after the presidential eI i,on. Protesters alleged that Murray
fired these individuals as a political stunt. Sa3i A.MeShe , a reporter for the
Chagrin Valley Times, intemewed protestors and sought comments from

' This organization was incorporated at some point in the past, but had its
articles of incorporation cancelled. It has since been reinstated, according to its
an^^er.
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Murray and Murray EnergY". She was able to contact Gary Broadbent, an
emPieYee e^MmT^^ Energy. He provided her with a statement from Murray
Ene.^u as well as statements from Robez^ Murray. An article appeared in the
newspaper on December 20, 2012, reporting on the pretest and the response

from Murray and Mumy Energy. On January 3, 2013, an editcs ° written by
Edpt€ii Ehi6ritias"^6Md . _^ ^ ^pptiated ir i the, CI^agrixr ^Valley Thnes; -.-It was
critical of Murray and other appellants. The commentary was pubhohed in
conjunction with a cartoon unfavorably depicting Murray that was penned by

Ron Hall.
(13) Appellants filed a cempi ° t seun ' g in defamation and invasion of
privacy (false light) in the common pleas court of Belmont Ceunty, Ohio, on
January 11, 2013. An amended m1slai.nt was filed on March 21, 2013, in
response to a motion for a change in venue filed by apg^ollees. On June 17, 2013,
the Belmont County court issued a lengthy'end well reasoned journal entry
granting appellees° maatfen and transferring the case to Cuyahoga County.

(14) The lower court received the transferred case on July 23, 2013,
Appellees filed answers, and discovery was eendu d. Numerous diswvery
disput.es arose regarding depositions d document requests directed toward
Murray and other pI ° nti.ffs, Eventually afl depesa.tiene were completed and
transcripts were filed with the court. On March 20, 2014, Patriots for Change
fIed its motion for s ummary jud effit. The neday, the remaining appellees
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filed their own motion for summary judgment with several appendices. On
March 24, 2014, Patriots for Change fded a suppIemer€tal memor d .
Apail 23, ^014, appellants filed their first opposition to summary judgment, also
attac ' g sig^.fic t appendices. Apzil 28, 2014, appellants filed a combined
brief in opposition to Patriots for Ch es motion. A reply brief was filed by the
t^^on May- 5; -2014o..eOx^^M-ay- 9,-.2014,-the-t " i. oourt
granted appeileesp moti.ons. Appellants then timely filed the i ant appeal.
11. Law and Analysis

A. Standard of Review
{1[5) The tri^ court granted summary judgment on behalf of appeIiees.
Civ.R. 56(C) ^pec3^caNy prcrvides that before sum.^^^ judgment
may be granted, it must be determixzed thate (1) No genuine issue as
to any material fact remains to be litigated; (2) the ffiovia;^^ party is
entitled to judgment as a matter o£iaw; and (3) it appears from the
evidence that reasonable minds can come to but one conclusion, and
*ri^ ^ ^ such evidence most strongly in favor of the party agafilst
whom the motion for summary judgment is made, that conclusion
is adverse to that party.

Temple v° g'ean United, Inc., 50 Ohio St.2d 317, 327, 364 NX2d 267 (I977).
{16} Tt is well establiohed th.atthe party seeking ^ mmy judgment bears
the burden of demonstrating that no issues of material fact exist for trial.
Celotex Corp. u. Catrett, 477 U.S. 817, 330, 106 S.Ct. 2548, 91 L.Ed.2d 265
(1986); Mitseff v.

^^er, 38 Ohio St.3d 112, 115, 526 N.E.2d. 798 (1988). In

Dresher u. Burt, 76 Ohio St.$d 2800 662 N.E.2d 264 (1996), the Ohio Supreme
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Court modified- and/or clarified the s ummary judgment standard as applied in
Wing u.Anchor.^ed" , Ltd. o/T , 59 Ohio St.3d 108, 670 N.E.2d 1095 (1991),
Under Dresher, "thh^ moving party bears the initial responsibility of informing
the tzial court of the basis for the motion, and identi, f^^ those poa°tio ns of the
record which denwnstrate the absence of a genui^^ ^^aue of fact an a mca^rW
W6^ient '^f ih^ ^6nrsiomag P-4- -r- tj^a^ c"WhAo" (Emphasier' sic.). ld; at -^e
nonmoving pa.ity has a reciprocal burden of specificity and cannot rest on mere
allegations or denials in thvp3.ea ` gs. Id. at 293. The nonmoving party must
set fortb "s:pe ' c f^cti? by the means lided in Civ.R. 56(Q showing a genuine
issue for trial wdsta. Id.
117) This court reviews the lower ^oure^ granting of ^ ^ ^ary jxxd^ent

de novo. Brown v. Sc€ato Cty. Commrs., 87 Ohio App.3d 744, 622 N.E.2d 1 153
(4th Dist.1993). Defamation and false light claims are particularly well-suited
to summ

ja^^ ent h^^^use`"the determination ofwhether apublic figure has

come forward with clear and convincing evidence that the defendant was acting
with actual maIice F98 is a question oflaw. Clark v. BlErctertair^^ent N L.L.C.,
T4+I.D.Te . No. 3;13a00058g 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 144414, *28 (Oct. 10, 2014),
quoting Lewis v. Ner^sChannel 5 Network, L.P.R 238 SAM 270, 283
(TpxanApp.2047). See ^^so Dupler v. Mansfield Journal Cn.,

64 Ohio St.2+d 116,

120p 413 N.E.2d 1187 (1980).
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B. Defamation
^^^) The First Amendment provides that 'Congnes shall make no law
abzid ' the freedom of speech, or of the press This "constitutional
safeguard, we have said, `was fashioned to assure unfettered interchange of
ideas fbr the b ° ` g about of political and soeial. changes desired by the
.-. . __._..^.. _
V:^SalliUaff, 376-'ITdS-.-254, 269,--84 S:Ct: 710q -11 ..
L.Ed.2d 686 (1964), quoting Roth v. United States, 354 U.S. 476, 484, 77 S,Ct.
1304, IL.Ed.2d 1498 (1957). As such, the Constitutaonalprivflege includes laws
that seek to impose civil liability for speech that falls within the proteat.ions of
the First Amendment. New York limeig at 277.
(19) Not all speech, however, is protected, as notecl by theSupreme Court:
[Me have consistently ruled that a public figure may hold a speaker
liable for the d amage to reputation caused by ptxblicataon of a
defamatory falsehood, but only if the statement was made "with
knowledge that it was fal se or with ^^ckless disregard of whether it
was false or not." fNew York 27rnesl at 279-280. False statements of
fact are particularly valueless; they interfe re with the trutb-seekzang
function of the marketplace of fd.eas, and they cause damage to an
individual's reputation that cannot easily be repaired by
count^^apeecb,, however pe rsuasive or ^^ectzare. See Gertz[v. Robert
Welch, I'nc,, 418 U. S. 323, 340, 344, n.9 (1974)]. But even though
falsehoods have little value in anei of themselves, they are
"^evex°tlaeless inevitable in free debate," i d. at 340, and a rule that
would impose stri ct liability on a publisher for false factual
assertions wotald have an undoubted 'chillinG" effect on speech
relating to public figures that does have co tutl,onal value.
"Freedoms of expression require Ixeat °
^^ace>" Philadelphia
^ewspa,^ers, Inc. v. Heppe, 475 U. S. 767, 772 (1986) (quoting New
York lYmes, 376 U. S. at 272). This breathing space is provided by
a constitutional rule that allows public figures to recaver for libel or
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defamation onlY when they can prove both that the statement was
f^^O and that the statement was made with the requisite level of
culpability.
Hustler Magazine V. Falwell, 485 U.S. 46, 52, 108 &Ct. 876, 99-L.Ed.2d 41
(1988). The requisite culpability is malice, M i indicates publication of a
factual assertion "with knowledge that it was false vvath reckless disregard of
York- 21^^, at ^280;9; Sirls^ reckless 'rOg d is not measured by lack of reasonable
behef or of ordinary care, eVe,^ evidence of negligence in , ,ng to
investigate the facts as insufficient to establish actual maliee,
Rather, since 'erroneous statement is inevitable in free debate, and
*** must be PrOtOcted if the freedoms of expression are to have the
"breathing space°" that they `qxxeed * * * to eurvxve,,s * * *_ (New yark
Rmes, supra, at pages 271-72), `[t]here must be sufficient evidence
to permit the conclusion that the defendant an fact entertained
serious doubts as to the trxth of his publication.w
Scott v. NewsgHer^ld, 25 Ohio St.3d 243, 248, 496 N.E.2d. 699 (1986), quotin g
Dupkr, 64 Ohio St.2d at 119, 413 NsE.2d 1187 (1980), quo r St. Amant V.
Tho mpson, 390 U.S. 727, 731, 88 S,Ct. 1323, 20 L.Ed.2d 262 (196$).

{110} There is no real dispute that Murray and his companies, through his
actions and the events that attained national prorabzence, are pazblip_ figures

subject to comment and discussion° ^erefore, we review the trial caurt'fj
deciafon using case law de. . ng with comment regarding public figures.
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1. M Sh^^ry's News Article
^IVII) The aiticle, published on Docemher 20, 2012, and included in its
entirety in the pppendix to this d ° aora, &cussd on•the protest that occurred on
D ^^er i 7p 2012F in frout of the headqu ere of Murray Energy. MeSherry
\

quoted protestors dsncluded descriptions ofth.e signs they .aed. Thear ° e
. _.OIw6-iiadud,6a^^^riis^^t4. th-eprotest-by -a-^

^ En^rgy-rep s^^^tive .-and

statements by Murray supplied to MeSherry by the representative. ni.ca.Uy,
those statemea^tia include allegations that the protesters committed crimes, lied,
and that they possessed ulterior motives for their actions; the same types of
statements appeU.auts allege are defiunatory.
(JT12) The news article is intended to be factual and add^^^^s a
newsworthy event. Appellants take issue with a number of statements made
therein. They claim the protestors made defamatory ^ta^^entfj that were
pubhshed in the article that Murray or his related companies are known for
violating environmental and safety regulations. First, this was pubhehed as an
opinion of one of the protestors, not as an ^^urat^ fact about Murray's
reputation. But even construing this statement as a fact, it is still not an
actionable statement of fact against MeSherry and the other Chagrin Valley
Defendants because it was a reasonable statement based on a history of safety
and environmental regulatory violations produced by appeUees in the record.
Appell a. ^s argue that the trial ^ourtignoxed a sig ° cant body of evidence they
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put forth in the record through depositions of Ma^ Energy employees that its
safety and en. ° onmentr^ records were either no worse than other . . . g
companies or the ° orraation rehed an by appellees was outdated.
f'llg) In this context, a public figure may ^^ov6r damaps "for a
defamatory ^hood whose substance makes substantial danger to reputation
sh7owft'df higblyu^^atioiiable muduct Constituting an extreme
departure from the standards ofinveatigatiox^ and reporting or " a ' adhered
to by responsible publishers." Car°tis Publishing Co. v. Butts, ^^8U.8, .^30, 156,
87 S.Ct. 1975, 18 L.Ed.2d 1094 (1967).
^^ ^^) The expert testimony offered by appellants notwithstanding, there
is no such deviation in the present case. Appe11ants claim McSherry wa's
reckless in faiI' to verify the statements made by Patriots for Change that
were included in the article, "$[A]ny one cl ' ming to be def . ed by the
communication must show actual malice or go remediless. This privilege
extends to a great variety of subjects, and includes matters of public concern,
public men, and candidates for ^ffice.' New York 27mes, 376 U.S. at 281µ2$2,
84 S.0t. 710, 11 L.Ed,2d 686 (1964), quo + g Coleman v. MacLennan, 78 Kan.
711, 723, 98 P. 281 (1908). Based on the si " cant b.istwy of safety and
en ' enta,l. violations, there was no evidence of a failure to investigate this
statement.
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('^ ^ ^) Appellants offered expert testimony that concluded MeS1^^rry failed
to prqper1y investigate the story before pubh t.ion. AppeU ts' arguments ^^^^
to be that McS1^er-ry failed to properly ixa^e-stigate the statements made by
members of Patriots for Chan ge even though these ^ta^ements were supported
by materials produced in discovery. Appellara^s"'su^^estl.ons on how defendants

^li.rsiild'li.iV6" 66!idiit^tbd-,tlaoi$° -itiv^^tigati^^ provi:de[e]-nofoundation-fox°,a^jur to.
^onclu+d^ that defendants subjectively contemplated `serious doub& about the
truth of the st^^^ents." Thomets M. Cooley Law School v. Kurzon Strause,
L.L.P.y 759 F.3d 522, 534 (6th Cir.2014), cl. °

Perk u. Reader's Digest Assn.,

Inc., 931 F.2d 408, 412 (6th C° .1^^^) (holding that the defendants were not
"liable for Ming to perform the thorough professional investigation [the
plaira ° would have preferred").
11161 MoSherry testified in her deposition that she did research in
preparing the article including Google searches and ^eadhig articles in the NTew
York Ti es, the Was h° gton Post, and other pubheatians. She also called the
Salt Lake °I'ribune. In ^3uM, a newspaper published a story that relied on the
affidavit of a witness without ^^temp " g to corroborate any of the statements
made by the witness. The Supreme Court determined that such actions of the
newspaper supported the jury fin " g of "highly unreasonable conduct
constituting an extreme departure from the standards of investigation and
^^^orti.sa^ ordi ° y adhered to by responsible publishers"e' Id. at 158. Here, the
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statement about safety and environmental violations Was corroborated by
McShe . As the court found when analyzing a ffiren.^ article in Butm, there
is not even ordinary negligence subst ` ted in the record before us regarding
this statement, l^t alone malicee
f If 17) Next, aj^pellants point to the quotation from a Patriots for Ohange
stust. This is-c1aarly-a°statement

of opinion incapable of verification and the type of hYp^rbole trad%^^ lly
rewgnized as free speech under the First Amendment explained in the
analysis of HM's ca°toon below.
(IT18J McS^^rzy did not reeldessly or kno " ^y pub1ish a false statenaent
of fact° Therefore, the trial court did not err in granting summary judgment in
favor of Mc^S^erry.

2. Lange's Commentary
^ 1191 Lange's commentary pubIzoh.ed in the Chagrin Valley alan^s states

as follows:
Commentary
Local Protest Well Deserved
Kelly AUred, 58, Luis Harnandez, 23, Brandon Philipa, 24,
Carlos Payan, 22, Manuel Sanchez, 41, and Don Erickson, 60, were
not among the 158 employees fired by Moreland ° resident
Robert B. Murray in the wake of Pres.id^^^ Barack Obama's re^
election> No, those six miners perished after being trapped on
Aug. 6, 2007, by a collapse at Mr. M=a,y's Crandall Canyon Mine
in nortli^^^ ^^ah° Their deaf,hk; were followed 10 days later by
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those of three rescue workers, Dak B1aohy 49, Brandon Kimberi 29,
and Gary Jensen, 53, who were attempting to reach them.
When coal ° nere' Iivo^ are so me , gless to those who reap
mil.iions fro-m sending them into ha dotis working situations in
t,Itak why would anyone expect their livelihoods to be a ny mom
meaningful in Eastern Ohio?

..--

Members of Patriots for Change, a progressive ^ga ° tion
h ed in Cha ' Falls, whopicketed outside Murray Energy Corpo ^

^6j*6k_. a . 6I6&dc^tm-IUr^ aweefk b-efore- Christmas; sought to b^g.
attention to that co€d-h^^rted reality.
Mr. Murray was only following up on the threat he made
d ° g the election c mp ' , when he ° ed that coalxegulatiors
anticipated under . Obama's leadership would necessitate dra °
cutbacks in the industry. I^uxray Energy is the 1ar tprivately
owned coal company in A.erica°
It comes as no surprise that Mr. Murray is so disdainful
toward regulations. Following the Crandall Canyon calamity, the
mine operator, Genwel Resources Inc., a Murray Energy subsidiary,
was fmed $1.64 m` °on, the U.S. government's hi^°.^,e$t penalty, for
violations that were determined to have directly oontributed to
those nine deaths.
I-a briefm dur° the failed rescue attempt in Utah, Aft,
Murray told v%otzms' f^mily members, "the mediais teIli^ ^ou h ,p^
and, "the union is your enemy.' As Patriots for Change pointed out
in its recent protest, although 85 percent of his employees axe not
unaonized, he s .° considers unions the enemy.
Five montha before the Cran.dEM Canyon deaths, a partial
^^^e that should have given ample war ` of the ° pea .

tragedy was never officially reported to the Mine Safety and Health
A . ' ° tration, as req " ed by law. Mr. Murray later c ° ed that
he had no knowledge of that March 2007 prelude, but sub^^quent
investigation showed that to be absolutely f s
Patriots for Change merab^^swant th^ pubHeto hnowwho th^
^ea3. liar is and who the coal miners' true enemy is. Government
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regulation is not the problem. The problem is a lack of full
accountability for those who defy zegulation.sa
JIq2O} Appellants do a good job of unmoo °

comments from their context

and ar . ' g that the statements, taken in isolation, are factual, and per se
defamatory. For instance, citing Ohio Supreme ^Ourt prec6dentA appel.t t^
claim that the statement that Murr ay is a "real hae is nction.able.
But sucb.
statements must be read in context. Vail v. Plain Dealer Publishing Co. p
72 Ob.io
St.3d 279, 649 N.E.2d 182 (1995).
When detex'mi ` whether speech is protected opinion a court must
consider the totality of the csxcumstnn.aes. Spe ' a]b, a court
should con.sider. the spe ` c lan guage at issue, whether the
statement is ve . ° able, the Pn^^al context of the statenaent, and
the broader context in which the statement appeared.

Id. at the syllabus.
(121) Wh,^^put into context, as is required by the Vail test, the statement
.
is an OP' On. expressing a contrary view to that espoused by Murray. The
edi t 'al quotes statements Mu rray made to the national news media during a
mi ` g tragedy that ^«the media is teRi^^ you lies,' and `the union is your
e.nen1y.' The commentary then points out that "^atiriots for Change members
want the pubhe to know who the real li:ar is and who the coal miners, true enemy
is." It is clear from the context that the statement is one of opir^a,on, expressed in
opposition tG Murray's charge that the n^wis media was lying, These statements
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are entirely different from those in other cases that have found liability or a
material question of fact.
(1122) For instance, the Suprora^ Court addressed pubhohed accusations
that a person committed perjury. Milkovich v. Lorain Jo^rnal Co,g 497 U.S. 1,
110 S.GtA 2695, 111 L.Ed.2d 1 (1990), In that case, conside ° g federal First
A
^°s^^at^, .' a- .^^^^ap^^ artielwpublished -in . . Ohio ^ap^^ accused-a

^.. .. .:. ... .. ..^.......... ...« _ _ . .

person of the crime of l ` under oath. The leveling of an accusation of a
criminal act was held by the court to be an actionable statement under Ohio libel
laws, and it reversed the summary dismissal of the suit.
(4V23) In the present case, the statement referenced above is clearly a
reaction to Murray°°s comment and opinion about that statemexY.t. 11l)f it is
pl ' that the speaker is expressing a subjective view, an interpretation, a
theory, conjecture, or s urm ise, rather than c1 ' '=g to be in possession of
objectively verifiable facts, the statement is not acti.onable." .^^ ^ i v. Alfred A.
Knopf, Inc., 8 F.3d 1222, 1227 (?th Ca.r.1993).
The courts of appeals that have considered defamation claims after
Milkovich have consistently held that when a speaker o-atlines the
factual basis for "conclusi.on, his statement is protected by the
First en ent, As the Fourth Circuit noted, "because the bases
for the * * * conclusion casedg no reasonable reader
would consider the term anything but the opinion of the author
wn from the circumstances telated." Chapin [Ua Knaght-Ridder,
1°nc.p 993 F.2d 108.7 (4th Cir,1993)]. Si ' r1y, the District of
Columbia Circuit has noted that 6f,b^^use the readers understand
that such supported opinions represent the writees interpretation
of the facts presented, and becaiz^e the reader is free to draw his or
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her own conclusions based upon those facts, this tYPe of statement
is not acdonahle in def ation."' Molde a [u° New York 7yraxes Cca99
22 F°3d 310, 317 (D.C. 1994)J. Mnallyq the Fi-rot C,ircuit has held
that, as long as the author presents the factual basis for his
statenient, [it] can only be read as his "Pexiscenal conclusion about
the information presented, not a-a a statement of fact " Pl^aantorr^
Touring, Inc. [v. Afflliated Publications, 958 F.2d. 724, 730 (let
Cir°I992)] (emphasis added). Thus, * * * the Statements would be
protected since, read in context, they an not statements .impl . . g
the amerti.on of objective facts but are instead interpretations ofth.e

T ; wejoiwwith '._ _.
the other courts of appeals in concluding that when an author
outlines the facts available to him, thus m ' it clear that the
chaenged statements represent his own interpretation of those
facts and leaving the reader free to draw his own conclusions, those
statements are generally protected by the First Amendment,
Partington u. Brgliosla 56 F.3d 11-47, 1156 (9th Cira 1995),
(124) Further, the Ohio Supreme Cour°t's z^^^^on to Milkovich was to
isoIi.dify Ohio's staunch support for free speech. See Vail. In Vail, and later in
Wampler v< H` °ns, 93 Ohio St.3d. 111, 752
N.E„2d 962 (2001), the Ohio hzgh
court addressed the Milkovich h:ol ° g that no separate "opinion exception" to
defamation existed or was reg ' d. '^e Va^ ^ourt.held that, based on the Ohio
Constitution, such a separate exception existed in Ohio for news organizat.zons
and^^urnalists and Wampkr extended that exception to Ohio citizens generally.
(125) Ap ^^s also contend that Lange insinuated that Murray was a

liar when Lange alleged that Murray W ly° denied knowing about a previous
izzcident, -kx^^^ ^s' a "bounce," that proceeded the collapse that killed nine

miners at the Crandall Canyon IVUne. Lange points to a Salt
Lake Tribune
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article published January 17,2008. The article documented that the ^^^^pap^^
obtained records ^^ex^cutive meetings where Murray was present that di^^siged
this b^^nce. The article then stated, "Murray, who led the rescue efforts in
August, said at the time h.e had no knowledge of the bounce." This statement
was not at ° uted to any spe ° c so . Appellants now claim that the d^^al
statement-Murray-zaad^^dur° g -a.,.Nationa1 P-ubli:c_ dio.(" :W.) ......
interview in the aftermatb, ofth^^ tragedy that he was unaware of en ' eeaing
report, not about a previous zncident> However, the artide does not mention an .
NPR interview. The article clearly states,
Cwlb.en The YWbuae ked.h^ ray about the March bounce a week
after the August collapse, he said, "'.1ee the first time rve heard of
tbis,°" Mur-ray blamed the collapse on an earthquake, a viewpoint
discredited by scientists, and insisted there was no retreat mining
m Cx°andall Canyon - a statement also refS.ated by the meeting
manutes.
f 126) This article provides a cl ebasis for:lange'^statement. Appellants
claim Lange could not rely on the article because it contained a disclaimer
intended to limit the Salt Lake Tribune's liability, which provided, 'Iliis is an
archived artide that was published on altrlb.^o-m in 2008, and information in the
article. may be outdated. It is prc^vidod only for personal research purposes and
may not be reprinted." lids disclaimer does not limit the factual cl ° s in the
article that Murray was lnt^r,^4.ewwd by tbo Salt Lake Tribune and he disclaimed
knowlodge of a previous incident at the time, which was later contxadictod by
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ineeting mznutes, Whether that it true or not is beyond the scope of fliis appeal.
This appeal focuses on whether Lange had a basis to believe that h' states^^^^
were true or whether he recklessly avoided determining the veracity of the
published statements of fact. ^ artide relied on by Lange affirmatively
dema^^^tia^s a lack of mali,ce,
..{127)7 .T&r 'StgtOmOnt--ca ° g-Murray a, -J^..^, a-long- with statemera.ts
commenting on the value Murray places on the lives and weJi®being of his
employees, are opinions. ' m" ` g the totality of the circumstances, the
statements appear as a commentary in a 'letters to the editor" section o#°a news
paper. T h` stuals to readers that what follows is generally the opinion of the
author. The language used also makes clear that the statementi; are regar ° g
a debate raging between two sides. Further, these stateffienti; are n^^ readily
verifiable. This can be seen most clearly when examining the statement
indicating Murray fired minors the day after the presidential election for
political retribution. As explained below in the analysis of the Hill cartoonF
Murray may possess -ulf^rior motives for terminating employees the day after
the presidential election, but only Murray would truly be privy to that
information.

(^^^) Appe,t1ants point to other statements that are more amenable to
arguments that they are factual in nature . ^^ge^ commentary stated that a
subsidiary of Murray Energy was `^fined $1.64 ' 'on, the U.S. GovernmeraVs
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highest penalty, for violations that were determined to have directly contcibuted
to those nine dea^tthsa'y The Murray Energy subsidiary was initially fined that
amount, but it was Iater.xeduced through. settlement negotiations, Appellants
argue this was not the largest fine ever imposed. However, Lange again
supported the ^^^^ substantive part of this statement with citations to

*-2008-United.S^^tea...^^^^^^ent-ofLabor's Mning Safety and Health Administration release stated the amount of
the fine, and other news sources, including CNN, reported that the fine was the
largest ever imposed for coal mine safety via1aticaxx^. This release also indicates
that the safety violations contributed to the deaths of miners. Whether the fine
was the largest imposed at the time or the third largest ever imposed at the time
the commentary was published is not materially different. The fact that the fine
was later reduced as part of a settienient and the contributory nature of the
violations were not iaciuded in the final admissions in the settlement does not
change the fact that statements were made without the m^e necessary for a
successful claim.
1129} Appellants also take issue with the statement that ^ u"ay n^^gr

caffi ° reported a prior incident to governmental mining regulators in
compliance with regulations. As set forth by the regulations and argued by
appellees, such. incidents required to be reported within 15 minutes of
occur.^^nce° However, appellants admit that the incident was not reported to the
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regulatory agency until a few days later. Lange's statement that the i ncident

was not officiaRy reporte d

req ° ed by law is a substantially accurate

statement.
^^^^^ Based on these factors, the comm entary i s protected opinion
d,r:^:^-ned to convey the i^er's opinion on a matter of importance in the
.Wmm. -'tY. -Appellants-ma^^^ ahow^ that statements-made -by ^^nwwere mada
with actual malice, meaning with knowledge offaIsitp or a reckless indifference
to their truth. The fact that the statements are supported leaves no material
question of fact that Lange did not knowingly pubhsh false information vvzth
actual ^ah . On the whole, the
piece is an opinion with few factual
statements, and any error ther '

was published

without

actual

mali s
M31) The trial conrt did not

n^
err in granting summary judgment

in favor of Lanp.

86 Hill's Poufical' C oon
f 132) In the long history of political satire and carto€^nfj that have been

held to be acceptable e^^esdo of ideas, the cartoon penned by Hill is rather
beni . a It features a anowman made of lumps of coal ^th a wrinkled carrot
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nose, b:cdda.^g a sack of money in each had and singirig ay the Coal.
m n .,ameant to hoard away his pay ...with the vote all in, the layoffs be °
with the prez he'll never play!" ` stated in his deposition that the wordf; were
meant to be sung to the tune of "Frosty the Sn^^man." Appe1lants' reaction to
the caftocanR as outined in their arguments below and in their appellate biieA
....... bergr-no'memblance-to-th+e^^actuaI-° ma^^^ublished-' the newspaper. ^^ one . ....
poant^ Murray °ms the cartoonzs meant tOPoa^^Yhim as mentally d^ranged.2
The cartoon does not convey such an id .T'he cartoon is clearly a protected
expression of ideas in the long tradition of satirical cartoons upheld in Palwell,
485 U.S. at 54=65, 108 S.Ct. 876, 99 L.Ed.2d 41 (1988). The Falwell court
reaffimed that a cartoon such as the one abave could only be actionable if it
contained an 'mju^a.ously false factual assertion made with actual mai:ee. Id. at
56. The cartoon above containe no factual assertion. It is clearly hyperbole not
reasonably capable of being interpreted as a factually def atoxy statement,
Ferreri u. Plain Dealer°Puhlrsharag Co., 142 Oha.o Appa3d 629, 756 N.E.2d 7I2 (8th
I3ist.2001). Interpreting the text and image as appellants do, the cartoon
implies, sis does ^^^erzy'snews article and Lange's commentary, that MurraLy
fired individuals in response to President Obama's re-eiection. This is an
opinion not subj to ready ver' cationa

'This reaction is ^^mised iDn the use ofthe word "ho . d" in the poem,
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M33} The Chagrin Va,^ey Defendants herein were not the only news
org " ation to draw this conclusion from MurTay's actions and public
statements. In a 't brought bY Murray against a national news organization,
the Ohio fod^ral district court judge presi ° over the ^^ted t^e news
^rg'arzizat%on's motion to dismiss fin ' that statements impl ° g that Murray

_ ...-.d-U-...I'
dYOOs'caUt-ofspite- were -not-acti^nable
PIain ' ffi argue that the article presents an actionablestatement by
implying that Murr ay fired more than 150 miners as a result of
President Obama's reelection. This court agre es that the. article
draws a ^nnection be tween the election result and the
terminations, stating that the dismissals "may well have been the
fu ent of a promise" and that Murray "fires his wor kforce
wholesale in fits of spite when electoral results disappoint him^" The
court disagrees, however, with the proposition that these statements
and their apparent implication are actionable. Similar to the article
in Bentkowaki fv. Scene .^^^ ine, 637 Fs3d 689 (6th Circ.2011)j, the
article at issue here "d^^s not expressly state or clearly amply" that
the subject of the article acted with illicit motive, [Id. at] 694.
Rather, the article engages in cozjecture that Murray may have
acted out of spite, which begs the reFjponse of what? Reprdleas
of whether the intended impIieatton is that Murray is a m an of his
word or a spoiled individual mired in pettzaaess, the spe ' c
language used in making the point fails to capture an illicit motive,
Pettiness is not a crime, and neither is exercising employment at
will terminations for legal reasons, ^egardUess of whether such
reasons are IogicaI, i].Iaa ` al, or just plain silly. Moreover, even
accepting Plaintiffs' construction of the ^^^^^^^ involved, the
article vaguely alludes to improper motivea of unfixed meaning so
that there is no clear factual implication of a "wro doine beyond
what the author of the article might suggest is a moral failirtg" In
other words, such ob-viou^ spe culation as to motivation is not a
factual statement.
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Murray v. .^uffi

on,^ost.corn, Inc., S.D. Ohio Ncs° 2:13-cv-1066p 2014 U.S. Dist.

LEMS 64944, 14a16 (May 12, 2014). This .bol ' .g of the federal district court
applies equaIy here.
{11341 Appellants daim that Hill ° no investigation be . penning the
cartoon and argue this shows reckless indfference for the truth. In ba.s
^I

' d e l s o s i t a - o n -testimann-Hi1&- ^ x p l ' - ed^ - t - h a t . b e . ^ ^ ^^ - w-itb- the idea for.th^
cartoon after ^eads^^ a news aftide that accurately quoted M . aY and provided
that 158 employees were fired the day after the presideaitW election, Hill's
caftoon is a reasonable conclusion drawn from Murray's own actions and
statements. One need not hold advanced degrees in miming or economics to
draw the conclusions above. Murray's own statements dactiaans lead to this
conclusion regardless of his actual motives known only to him.
f4V35) Based on the above holdings, the trial court did not err in granting

summary judgment to Hfll, Lange, .^^Sh^rM and the related Publishixlg and
newspaper defendants.
4. Patriots for Change Statements

J536} Patriots for Change twice ^maz.ted its members a digital newsletter
and included similar statements in its onhn^ calendar advising where the
protest against Murray En^^^ was scheduled t'o take ptace. These all included
sim' language. Two statements are addressed in appellants' brief, They
argue that statements c1 ' .%ng Murray is known for violating en^onmental
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regb;.jadons and that he fired employees to raa^e a political statement are

actionable sta.tements.
(187} As addr ^ ^ed above, whether Murray . d employees in order to
make a political statement ss an opinion and not a proper subject for a cI ` of
defamation. The other sta.teraant is also addressed above. Appellants daim
Chang"fd'UO inv'^-StigatiOn -of-Whether-appeilants -were - wn-for
violating safety and environmental regulations but whol^y relied on statements
made by a few members.

Patriots for Chan ge counters that it possessed

significant information based on widely publicized media accounts supporting
its statements. A significant history of safety and environmental vizsiaE^^s
appears in the ^ecord. As faund above, no malice is present in this record.
Therefore, the trial court did not err i n granting aummary judgment to Patriots
for Cbange.

C. False Light
(138) False-light invasion of privacy has been d^scribedo
acdonab:t^ invasion oftb.e right ofpaivacy is [11 the unwarranted
a.^PrOPriation or exPloitataon of one's personalityp [21 the publiciz ° ng
of one's private affairs with which the public has no°^egi ` ate
cOnmxn, Or 131 thO wrOn^'^al intrusion intO one's private activities in
such a manner as to outrage or cause mental suffering, shameor
humiliation to a person of ordinary s ibilitiog.
Housh €r. Fe^h, 165 Ohio St° 35, 133 N.B42d 340 (1956)a paragraph two of the

syllabus. The Ohio Supreme Court officially recognized this tort, stating:
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We therefore recognize the tmt of falmla.ght invasion ofprivacy and
adopt Restatement of the Law 2d, Torts, Sediran 652B. In Ohio, one
who gzves publicity to a matter conse ' another that places the
other before the pub1i,e in a folse light is subject to liabzhty to the
other for invasion of his privacy if (a) the false light in which the
other was placed would be highly offensive to a reasonable person,
and (b) the actor had ImowIed^e of or acted in re ess disregard as
to the falsity of the publicized matter and the false light in
the other would be placed.

Here, there are no untruthful statements commenting on private matters that
placed any appellant in a false light that would be highly offensive to a
reasonable person. The tort "applies only when the defendant knows that the
p1ain ' , as a reasonable man, would be justified in the eyes of the community
in feeling seriously offended and aggrieved by the pub^icity." Welling at 1 55.
fIV39}The comments made in this case were in re dto public actions of
Murray and Murray Energy or its subsidiaries. Murray issued press releases,
conducted press conferences before national news media, and publicly set forth
a narrative that ap^eRees disagreed with and commented on. Those comments
were substantially true or protected opam'on, and there is no showing they were
made with reckless disregard as to the falsity of the statements or that they
^ainied appellants in a false 3ight rather tWai a light merely contrary to
1^^-rray's public narrative.
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^ ^ Conclusion
f 540) The artioI^^ and statements appollants attached to their complaint
are protected First Am endm ent speech, orstatements published without actud
malice. This case iI.uetrates the need for Ohio to join the majority o£etates ln
this country that have enacted statutes that provide for quick relief°4^omqui,tg
^ef^rred-to as•str&tegzc-lawsuits.

ag ` st public participation ("SLApp``'), can be devasta ° g to zndividual
defendants or sma]l news organizations and act to chiH criticism and debate.
The fact that the Chagrin Valley Times website has been scrubbed ofall mention
of Murray or this protest is an ^xample of the chilling effects this has. Many
states provide that.pl ` ti^s pay the attorney fees of su^^^sful defendants and
for abbreviated disposition of cases. In this era of decentralized j®urnalZsm
where the internet has empowered zudivlduals with broad reach, society auust
balance competing privacy int^^eEit^ with freedom of speech, Given Ohio's

,p .c ly strong desire to protect .indiv^.°du.al speech, as e.rabodi.ed in its
Co.ustitution, Ohio should adopt an anti-S PP statute to discourage punitive
htigati.on desagned to chill constitutionally protected speech°

(141) Jud . ent a. med.
It fs ordered that appellees r ver ficom aP,pe ts costs herein taxed.

The court finds there ^^^^ reasonable grounds for this appeal,
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It is ordered that a special mandate be sent to the common pleas court to
carry this judgment into execut%on.
A certified copy of t ' entry shhaU constitute the mandate pur^uant to

Rule 27 of the Rules of ^^eRate Procedure.
-

^

^

SEAN C. GALLAGHEX J., and
MARY EILEEN KMBANE, J,, CONCUR
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^^ EK
News article written by Bali: A. MaSherry, published in the Chagrin vazley
Times on December 20, 2012, ,
Local group protests 's post-eIection layoffs

I'EPP PIKE- I)emonstrators carrying signs that read `710W does
MUr,raY Energy SaY MerTY Chris a^^ You're fired" and "Mr.
MmTaY stoP intimidating your coal m.a, " empl^^^ee numbered
about,20-outside -of-Mu ay-^^^rgy-Corpo On-I^onday:.
Orga. ' ed through Patriots for Ohange, headquartered in
Cha 'n I'aDs, the demonstration was directed at Moreland Hills
resident Robert E. Murray, who owns the largest privately owned
coal company in America that employs about 3,000 people, 85
per^ent of which are not in a union, and produces about 30 . on
annual tons of bituminous coal, acco 'j to Gary Broadbent of
Murray Energy.
Patriots fbr Ch.a^p member Lisa Ciacia, who orchestrated the
demonstration on both sides of Ch " Boulevard near the Ivft^^^
Energy headquarters, called Mr. Murray a "kaully." The day after
the p^e-sident-ia.l election " which President Barack Obama wa's
re-elected, she said, Mr. Murray faed 168 eimployees and blamed
the president's administration for the staugg ' coal industry.

According to a statement Ta.esday by Mr. Murray, "The
proteisto were organized by a sei.£ d^scribed . •tant' unionist labor
group of retirees who favor forced unionism, excessive regulation,
socialized medicine, increased taxes and the end of free-market
capitali 60
Acco ' g to Patriots for Change, Mr. Murr ay owns mines in
Ohio, Utah and other states d is known for violating federal
safety and Environmental Protection Agency reguIationa, but his
workers have no voice because only one mine is u^i,o ' ed. He owns
the Crandall Canyon Mine that exploded in 2007, trapping six
miners and kiM^g an additional three rescuers, a group newsletter
stated.
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It's outrageous that Mr. Murray, an avid financial supporter
of 2012 presidential Republican, candidate Afitt Romney, would puu
a stunt like this, demonstrators said, in laying off workers and
"invokixg Gods forgiveness, but sa " g he had no choice beeauae of
the d' edon Obama is taidng our country," according to the
news1eder.
W. Murray runs bis company througb, ia °midatzon, Mrs.
Ci ° said. "It's a troubling trend.` She also referred to reports of
company employees being forced to attend. a raUy° for Aft . Romney
in:A-uguste-` ._ oz , `g.to..MrAI y,- employees -t^ok- out- - -^age . a. .
advertisements to c2 ' that they those to be there and knew that

they would not be paid.
"One of our blanket issues is fair employment," said Becky
Thomas of Chagrin Falis, who founded Pat^^^^ for ^ ^ e with
Judy Kramer° The way Mr. Murray treats his employees and his
tactics were at the root of the demozwtrata.aari°
E8 ° Murray believes that employees should have the right to
determine whether they want to be represented 'by a anl'on, and if
so, wlai.ch, onei" Mr. Broadbent 'said in a statement. "The
unionm^^onsored protestors want to force unions on all workers.
They are afraid of an Ohio Ri.ght^to-Work law, such as the one
passed in Micbf ^ in Novembek.a:
TIie protesters trespassed on private property and held
da^^^^est signs insulting him d the company, Mr. Murray said.
He and Murray Energy are conside ° g legal options to recover for
damages and to prevent further trespassing,
In an outline of America's future to his employees, lvIr°
Murray said, ". ° e putting Murray Energy into a suM^al mode,
I will be fighting aI.^^^^ons from radical Obama supporters that
you know are blatantly false and were inspired only to shut down
our opposition to them on behalf of our employees, your area, and
aa^ ^ounfry.'F
Jim Czocia is outzaged that the company expects undying
loyalty, but do^set feel it owes reciprocity to its ^^ployees°
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Workers go into coal mines and xisk their lives to make a lot of
money for Nlr. Murray, but he shows no for them, he said.
In Mr. 1^^ray^s outline of ^rica'a future statement, he
foresees draeticaly reduced electric power consumption, more
drastzcally reduced coal markets, total destruction of the coal
industry by ais earl.,^- as 2030 and enactment of 12 r^^ations
pen ' g from the EPA, among other concerns.
Some energy industry analysts have said that, due to the low
c6at 'd:tff^^urid-gas-^aird-rising- -prodizefiran-ccastsi- th^^ ^oal
. ...._._

business is suffering.

In a personal prayer Mr. Murray delivered to exap.l^^eis the
day after the presidential election, he said, "Lord, Pl.ea^^ forgive me
and anyone with me in the Murray Energy Corp. for declsaong that
we are now foroed to make to preserve the very eacis#ence of any of
the enterpr.ifies that you have helped us hui1d.9,
Patriots for Cha
is "a progressive voice in the Chagrin
Valley that adv tes for eco,^omic and social Wusta.ce through
education and community action," according to its mission. There
are about 180 d.ue^^pa ° .g members and 360 on the org ` zatl.can's
mailing last°
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CC 9°a'f27^

^^^ ^^^ ^^ obi4,
Cuyahoga County.

EL I, ^DMAR RC^CCO, CHerkof the Cot,atof

A^ ^ vithin and for said Coun^g and in wbm caastOdY the fales, I

and rds of said C are

aequired h^ the litws of the Stato of C3hso5 te be, kept, hereby ea* that the foregaing is takm and copaod
fmm th^ lourol e^try a^ated on 11'" Et-° ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 13 Ci C(
of tlao pwoeedbgs of the Coua# ofAppu1s within and for said Cuyahoga County, snd that &e said fDse^aing
copy has bow eenigs by me with the ®ri ° entry on s$.id ^^ ^try daced on L^L
CA

and the swne is coveet tmwcnpt thereof.
33t tgDtaP 30D a I do h to subserabe. ^..^ nam. offloMy,
and affix the seal esf said court, at the ^urt House in the City of
Cievelmd, in said Comty, this $ 4:^
day of

kc&nb c c

AD. 20_Lq

ANUR-E4R 1RtlCCp, Cderk o, f G'ourts
By

Deputy Cleric

27$$Aq,-"^, ^os
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l ^lll^
^I ;^'IN
84167722
IN Z' COURT OF COMMON P:^^^S
CUYAHOGA COUNTY, OHIO
ROBERT E. MLIRItA'Y - ET AL.
Plaintiff

Case lmt®; CV-13-811106

Judge: DAVID T MATIA.
C14AGRiN VALLEY 1'UBI.ISHNt"r COMPANY - ET
AL.
Defendant

JOUR. ALEIV . . Y

96 T,ISP.t7ITIER - FINAL
DEFENDANTS CHAGRIN VALLEIT PUB.LISHING COMPANY, H KENNETH DOUTHIT, TODD NIGHSWONGER, DAVID C
LANGE, DO[JTHIT COMMUNICATIONS INC., SALI A MCSIiERRY AND RON FitT.L'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
J[dl?^"'rMENT WITH MBMORANfiUIvt, AFFIDAVIT ANI) EVIDENTIAII.Y MATERIALS IN SUPPORT, FILED 03/21/2014, IS
GRANTED.
TI3E COURT, HAVVTN
INO CONSIL?EREI? AI.:I. THE EVIDENCE AND HAVING CONSTRUED THE EVIDENCE MOST
STRONGLY II*t FAVOR OF THE NC}N-MOVIN("`s PARTY, DE'I'ERMINES THAT REASONABLE MR+IDS CAN CC3W TO BUT
ONE CONCLUSION, THAT TII3EItE ARE NO GENUIh7EE ISSUES OF MATERIAL FACT, AND THAT THE MOVIN^'' r
DEFENDANTS ARE. ENTITLED TO JUDGMENT AS A MA`I'TF'R OF LAW.
DEFENDAN'T PATR.IOTS FOR CHANGE'S IvIOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDCiMENT, FILED 03120I2014, IS GRANTED, TBF,
COLJRT. HAVING CONSIDERED ALL THE EVIDENCE AND HAVING CONSTRUED THE EVIDENCE MOST STRONGLY
IN FAVOYI.OF THE NON-MOVING PARTY, DETERMiNES THAT REASONABLE MINDS CAN COME TO EXTI` ONE
CONCLUSION, THAT THERE ARE NO C'zE^ ISSUES OF MATERI.AI. FACT, AND THAT DEFENDANT PATRIOTS
FOR CHANGE ARE ENTITI.ED TO :fUI3GMENT AS A MATTER OF LAW.
THE RE IS NO .TUST CAUSE FOR DELAY.

COURT COST ASSESSED TO THE PLAINTIFF(S).

411114^
Judge Signature

05104/26I4

- 96
05/08/2014
P,Fn.
^'EIL ED F^D :'dd :*:^
05/09f2014 09;05:23
ANDREA F. ROCCO, CLERK
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